To provide the admission committee insight into you as a person. We would like to know how your life experiences along with your observation you have completed for your application have inspired you to become an OTA.

Please write a one-page handwritten essay answering the following question:

What inspired you to become an OTA? Include life experience, insights from observation hours, and any research you might have done to find out more out the OT profession. Turn this essay in with your other documentation to Student Services.

It is the student’s responsibility to ensure all documents are submitted to the main Student Services Office at the William M. and Karin A. Eames Advanced Technical Education and Innovation Complex:

- Postal Address 921 S. 8th Ave, Stop 8230, Pocatello, ID 83209
- Physical Address for the Eames Complex is 1999 Alvin Ricken Dr. Pocatello, ID, 83201

Attention: OTA Advisor